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 In recent years, with the progress of computer science and sensor technology, 
sensor-based human activity recognition gained great development. Wearable 
sensor-based activity recognition as an important aspect of mobile computing 
provides a lot of applications, such as smart home, elderly or patient monitoring. By 
using wearable sensor, we can obtain the user’s activity in real time in order to 
identify the behavior quickly and accurately. However, the sensors which are 
equipped on the users will give user much inconvenience. Therefore, smart phone as a 
device for data collection attracts much attention nowadays. However, lots of research 
is only for a short period data collection. Therefore, we study the related methods of 
behavioral recognition and analysis base on user’s long-time activity data collected by 
smart phone. 
In this paper, we use ensemble classifier on the user's behavior identification, 
and clustering algorithms and related algorithms to analyze the user's behavior.  
In the activity recognition phase, Firstly in order to obtain better data 
preprocessing results, we have a comparative study of the effectiveness of the filtering 
algorithm, and  preprocess the original data respectively using two filtering methods, 
which are high-pass filtering and mean filtering method, and independent component 
analysis and wavelet transform method, the results indicate that the latter method 
enables a greater difference between the activities status signal, and a better filtering 
effect. Then we use the integrated classifier to identify and the results indicate that 
using the latter filter can obtain a better recognition rate. Meanwhile, in order to 
manifest the advantages of the integrated classifier, we make a wide range of 
comparison between the integrated classifier and single classifier recognition results. 
In behavior analysis phase, in order to study which method is suitable for 
behavior analysis, on the basis of activity recognition, we use the relevant clustering 
algorithm and associated analysis methods to analyze the user daily behaviors. Firstly,. 
we apply the K-means algorithm based on adaptive threshold radius to behavior 
information clustering, and prove that this method can get better clustering results by  
clustering analyzing the hot area activity. Secondly, in the behavior analysis, we 















the behavior prediction, we predict whether to go for a walk along the beach under 
different conditions using the Apriori method.  
In the paper, we long-time collect the user behavioral data by the mobile phone 
sensor, and obtain the user activities type and behavior by analyze the behavioral data. 
In intelligent environment such as ads precise delivery, traffic control, smart home 
and so on, activities type identification and behavior analysis are widely used, Based 
on these information users can be also provide with a variety of intelligence services. 
The study results in this paper not only serve human beings better, but also bring a lot 
of business opportunities and profits for the relevant industry.  
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